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A TMS FOR THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Over 290 chemical companies trust Kuebix with their transportation management.

FREIGHT INTELLIGENCE BEGINS HERE

Shipping chemicals isn’t quite like shipping anything else. There are special considerations to take into account like product 
compatibility, axle weight distribution and different types of containers needed to carry product. The driver needs to be 
specially certified as well since the product being shipped can be hazardous and loading and unloading requires much more 
than a pallet jack. 

Features Our Chemical Partners Love

Whether you’re shipping standardized commodities or Haz-Mat specialty blends, at Kuebix we understand the complicated 
nature of your business and are ready to provide state-of-the-art TMS services to support your needs. 

            Product Compatibility
             Product compatibility for every product is pre-
loaded into the Kuebix database.  Compatibility factors are 
automatically taken into account when building loads and 
dealing with hazardous materials. This reduces the risk of 
human error and ensures that the truck maintains safety 
standards throughout the delivery.

            Intelligent Load Optimization
             Kuebix’s Load Optimizer enables chemical companies 
to intelligently cube out their trucks. The Optimizer 
takes into account the bulk quantities, compartment 
specifications and the weight of the truck. By digitally 
‘filling’ compartments, the maximum effect can be achieved.

            Route Optimization
             After the load has been built, the route builder finds 
the best multi-stop route for delivering the product. An 
algorithm matches up addresses to minimize the overall 
duration of the route while taking into account product 
specifications to produce the lowest possible cost of 
freight.

            Invoice Audit and ERP Integration
             Shippers can integrate purchase orders directly from 
an ERP to Kuebix. This allows shipments to be automatically 
created and for the rapid creation of BOLs with proper 
hazmat notification. The entire freight pay and invoice audit 
process is automated with Kuebix. When invoices are ready 
to be paid, the system can audit each one to identify the 
specific exceptions which need to be reviewed.

            Collaboration Portals
             Cloud-based collaboration portals help chemical 
companies track the timing and delivery of shipments with 
suppliers and carriers. The portal serves as the dynamic 
record of truth for any changes that need to occur across 
the supply chain to keep the delivery of goods moving 
efficiently.

             Connect Directly to Carriers
              By connecting with Kuebix, chemical companies can 
book commodity cargo shipments directly with a full set of 
truckload carriers. With the ability to connect to Kuebix’s 
extensive carrier network in minutes, shippers can begin 
realizing efficiencies immediately.

            Inbound Management
             With Kuebix’s inbound management program, 
chemical companies can implement routing guides and 
Vendor Inbound Compliance programs to improve supplier 
behavior. Rate and unloading allowance programs along 
with LTL consolidation result in an overall reduction to cost 
of goods.

            Reports and Analytics
             All shipping transactions are captured and can be 
summarized and analyzed in reports and dashboards. 
Understanding financial analytics, carrier scorecards and 
shipment trends helps to strategically position chemical 
companies to reduce freight spend and improve customer 
service. 


